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Each generation based on how they perceive technological advancements try 
to gauge what lies ahead. I grew up in the 1960s and 70s and vividly remember 
watching the first Lunar Landing on July 20, 1969. I remember building a plastic  
model replica of the Supersonic Transport Concorde aircraft with my dad. 
Moreover, because we had recently landed on the moon and probably because 
we watched way too many reruns of Lost in Space, The Jetsons and Star Trek, 
our view of the future included moon bases, flying cars and personal robots that 
would serve our every need. Fifty years ago, we dreamed of big things with a 
widespread vision of the future, focusing on the physical machines that would 
propel us to fly higher and move faster.

Predictions of the future are often off the mark, as visions of what lies ahead 
are confined based on the technological advancements we are aware of at the 
particular point in time. The predictions of creative visionaries are typically 
limited simply by the brain’s capacity to dream with no such constraints while 
the actual future evolves.

(Continued next page.)

Welcome to the  
Roaring 20s… the 
Roaring 2020s that is!
Charles D. Etzweiler, MBA, CIMA®, CMT
Chief Research Officer & Senior Vice President

For many of us in public speaking,  
whenever we are in need of a 
quote filled with wit or cleverness, 
we need to look no further than 
the famed baseball legend Yogi 
Berra.  When asked later in his 
career by the sports press about 
the prospects of the upcoming 
New York Yankee season, Yogi 
responded, “The future ain’t what 
it used to be.” Berra was simply 
suggesting that his current view 
of the near future was not what 
 it was in comparison to earlier  
in his career. 

Although Yogi meant this as a less 
desirable prediction of the future, 
I would like to put a positive spin 
on his remark as it pertains to our 
new year and propose "Welcome 
to the future none of us ever 
dreamed of.” “Welcome to the 
Roaring 2020s”.
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THE ROARING 2020s  (Continued from last page.)

We were wrong about the future, as the world has not advanced in the manner that many thought it would. Looking back 50 years 
ago, the dreams of scientific progress did not include the great advancements the world enjoys today, such as information access, 
streaming entertainment, global social connection, instant money transfer and palm-sized communication devices. The great news 
is that the world is far more efficient and connected than we ever dreamed of. Granted, we can’t beam each other up to the mother 
ship or physically move at warp speed, but more importantly, our live images of us can, and so can the data we wish to transmit. 
Our bodies may not speed through the air in George Jetson’s flying sedan, but our thoughts, pictures and ideas can now travel 
around the world at the speed of light. Instead of moving people through space, we have found far more value and effectiveness  
by moving data around on Earth. As in many areas of life, we did not get what we wanted; rather we got what we needed. In the  
decade of the 2020s, we may lament the lack of flying cars but greatly laud having the world’s encyclopedia via a Google search 
literally in the palm of our hand. Simply put, the world is far more advanced, efficient and connected than we could have ever 
dreamed possible. Because of this massive transition in how we access information, we believe like the legendary football coach 
George Allen that, “The Future is Now!” How do we know that you may ask? Similar to the character “Deep Throat” from All the 
President’s Men, the simple answer is to: “Follow the Money.” 

Think about these startling facts for just a moment:

Amount of Money Corporate America Spends on Technology: 
 • More than Doubled since the 1960s/1970s Period
 • 1980 CapEx on Technology was 22%
 • Today 50% of each $ of CapEx is allocated towards Technology
 • In Q2 of 2020, $1.32 Trillion was spent on SAS/Tech Equipment 
Source: https://www.idc.com/promo/global-ict-spending/forecast

Still in the Early Stages of this Massive Shift:
 • Last Decade, Tech CapEx doubled from 4% to 8%
 • Salesforce.com and the old Rolodex example
 • A/M/G spend $10-$15 Billion/year on Data Centers & Cloud
 • Online Purchases still only account for 10% of all Retail Sales
Source: https://www.idc.com/promo/global-ict-spending/forecast

Not only do we believe that we are in the very early stages of this stunning technological transition, but we have history on our side 
as a great guide to the future. A review of US history suggests that these Technological Trends following periods of great tragedy 
in our country are by no means out of the ordinary… rather they are quite common. The Great Second Industrial Revolution of 1870-
1900 followed on the heels of the darkest period in our country’s history, the Civil War. Can you imagine anyone awaking in April of 
1865, following the death of 500,000 Americans with brother fighting brother, saying, "Hey a great expansion across the US via  
the development of the railroad system will occur and the country will prosper like it never has for the next 30 years"?  How about 
the period that we believe most resembles today: the end of WWI, where 20 million lives were lost and 40 million died from the 
Spanish Flu by the end of 1919, it would have been hard to convince people that a decade of prosperity was to follow. Both  
occurrences were the cause of a dire series of events that led to change:
 • Great Recession of January 1920 – July 1921 (18 months)
 • Absorption of millions of Veterans into the Economy
 • Economic Effect of the Spanish Flu 1918-1920
 • Transitioning from Wartime to Peacetime Economy 
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THE ROARING 2020s  (Continued from last page.)

Much like in the 1950s & 1990s, history has shown that technology changes. In the 1950s following WWII, an estimated death of 75 
million people globally led to the Great Post-War Boom and the development of jet travel that led to the space race. The double-dip 
recessions of the late 70s and early 80s that gave us inflation and interest rates in the teens and mortgage rates in the low 20s led 
to a technology boom that gave us the mobile phone and the internet. In all of these periods great gain followed tragedy and forced 
us to rethink our lives and society. The boom of the 1920s was no different and evolved:

Like previous times of deep economic peril and social crises, we believe the Roaring 2020s have been brought on by:
The Global Pandemic of COVID-19, forcing a synchronized economic response by the following:

Famed investors such as Warren Buffett & Sir John Templeton certainly understood this as captured in the following quotes.  
Warren Buffett is credited with saying: “When people get fearful I get greedy and when people get greedy I get fearful.” Templeton 
was credited with saying: “Bull Markets are born on Pessimism, grow on Skepticism, mature on Optimism and die on Euphoria.”  
Both investors got exceptionally bullish when others were steeped in fear. Think about it another way: Would companies be greatly 
expanding their operations via major technological capital expenditures into the aforementioned areas if they weren’t convinced of 
the potential of this revolution? We don’t think so. US companies are greatly investing in technology and are putting their money 
where their mouth is. How about you? Like the great US corporations who are investing in the waves of the future, where do you see 
opportunity? We believe that armed with Clarity, one can visualize that the prospects of the future are very bright indeed!!
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• Mass adoption of Radio/Movies/Phonograph
• Invention of the Bulldozer and Construction Boom

• Assembly Line Production of the Automobile
• Development of Penicillin to treat Bacterial Infections

Heightened Awareness across these major institutions:
• Businesses/Governments/Financial Markets/ 
 Society in General
• Need for Advancement in Technological  
 Products & Services

Broadening Need for Telecommuting and the following: 
• Storage of Data and the Protection of our Information
• Financial Transactions without Physical Touch
• Medical Procedures/Surgeries/Counseling without Touch
• Delivery Goods using Energy Efficient means of Transportation

As Americans, we have always risen to take on whatever challenges have come our way. The COVID Crisis is no different.  
We see the following technology-based investment opportunities:

The 5Cs of Opportunity brought on by the Coronavirus:
1. Commerce – transition from Physical to Electronic 
2. Cashless Transactions – acceptance of Mobile Pay
3. Cure – race to develop a vaccine for COVID-19
4. Cloud Storage – the new/improved massive  
   File Cabinet
5. Cybersecurity – protecting data from the bad guys

The Technology-led Roaring 2020s are here, and much like other  
bleak periods in the history of our great nation, previous Global 
Crises have led to Investment Revolutions:
• Think of the 30 Years following the US Civil War
• Think of the Roaring 1920s following the Spanish Flu/WWI
• Think of the 1950s to the Mid-1960s following WWII
• Think of the 1980-1990s following the Inflation of the 1970s



ELECTION RESULTS – First and foremost, here are our  
thoughts regarding the election and secondly, what we  
are doing in our portfolio models at this time. Assuming  
the outcome is a Biden Presidency with a Republican  
majority in the Senate and a House of Representatives  
controlled by the Democratic Party, here is our take. 

A political scenario that we have not seen in 120 years seems to 
have unfolded right before our eyes. Going back to 1896 (124  
years and 62 sessions of Congress), this would be the first and  
only time we have had a Democratic President with a Republican-led Senate and a Democratic-led House of Representatives.  
Always trying to use history as a guide to the future as opposed to prognosticating, postulating and speculating and since we  
don’t have a full and complete picture as to what may occur based on past experience, what now? We pivot to a scenario of  
gridlock which actually has a very good track record… as a matter of fact, actually, the best. Yes, the scenario of a Democratic  
President with a Republican Senate/Democratic House has never happened since the creation of the Dow Jones Industrial  
Average (DJIA) in 1896, but what has happened is a Democratic President with a Gridlocked Congress but in reverse order. That  
would be simply a reverse of the party in power in the House and Senate. That scenario of a Democratic President with Gridlock  
in that reverse order has occurred 8 times and based on history has the greatest annualized return and the highest probability of  
a positive return of any previous outcome. 

Does this guarantee anything? Certainly not, and we do not pretend that history precisely repeats itself. What we are suggesting  
is that based on the 8 times (16 years) there was a Democratic President and a split Congress over the last 120 years, the outcome 
was the most favorable with an average return of the DJIA of 9.96% in that 16-year period. 

ECONOMIC POLICY BACKDROP – the Trifecta of Policy that is in place in our estimation provides a very strong 
backdrop that will permit stocks to continue as overweights in our respective models:

 1. Low Corporate Taxes: the belief that Corporate Tax Policy likely remains in a period of Status Quo, i.e. no major revisions  
  to what is in place today at the 21% rate. Investors certainly favor lower corporate taxes as they elevates the bottom line and  
  hopefully, company stock prices.

 2. Federal Government Spending: although not the major Stimulus Bazooka that was imagined under a Blue Wave Scenario,   
  a $2 Trillion deal is likely, that would include infrastructure spending, extended unemployment benefits and funds for worker  
  retraining. Investors certainly favor the open spigot from our friends in D.C. 

 3. Accommodative Federal Reserve: not only is the Fed in a holding pattern with Z.I.R.P. (Zero % Interest Rate Policy),  
  but they are also committed to buying bonds of all stripes and colors. This includes Treasury, Mortgage and Corporate debt. 
  Investors certainly favor a dovish Fed, and based on comments from Jay Powell and the recent appointment of former Fed  
  Chair Janet Yellen as Treasury Secretary, accommodation remaining in full force for the next two years is highly likely.

ELECTION ASSESSMENT
Nepsis Investment Committee
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Nepsis Research Team
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The media often generates a “Fear Factor” for investors leading them to question and time the market, speculating  
on if and when the next, big Stock Market correction or crash will occur. 

Investors are afraid because often they are subjected to an “asset allocation” strategy which is opaque at best and  
does not offer Flexibility & Transparency. 

How do we know that we are not even close to the end of this secular bull market?  The answer to this question is,  
because we are not even close to euphoria in the markets.

However, at Nepsis we strive to remove the investors’ fears by providing Clarity in their portfolios. 

How is this accomplished? The answer is simple. Invest like a business owner. 

If you own equities, you are a part owner of a business and like a business owner, investors benefit by knowing what they 
own and why they own it. 

While others are fretting, Nepsis focuses on opportunities that present themselves during market sell-offs appropriately 
allocating stocks and bonds based on investors’ financial needs. This allows investors to take advantage of opportunities  
just like a business owner would by taking advantage of volatility.

This strategy provides Flexibility & Transparency that allows investors to “Stick to the Knitting” while successfully  
investing in businesses over time.

Remember, it is important to understand that as an investor, you do not invest in the “stock market”.  The stock market is 
nothing more than the place to go for business owners to buy and sell businesses!

Therefore, Invest with Clarity®!!! “The Only Thing We Have To Fear Is Fear itself”

Over 95 years, in the midst of the Great Depression, Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt rallied the country and profoundly stated: 
“The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”

As ones that follow the business news on a daily basis, we continue to 
be baffled and just plain amused by some of the headlines we see and 
hear regarding the Stock Market’s volatility. 

We know that fear sells, and this is unfortunate. It is disappointing that 
investors are continually being bombarded with negativity about what 
is happening around the world as well as investing in the Stock Market. 

“THE ONLY THING WE HAVE TO FEAR   
IS FEAR ITSELF” —  Franklin D. Roosevelt 



ALLOCATION WEIGHTINGS

SECTOR FOCUS

In addition to the importance of asset allocation, there are areas of the market that we believe have the ability to outperform for  
Q1 of 2021 and that should remain as tactical overweights for the near-term future as well. They are as follows:

 •  Technology - Overweight at 1.81X the Benchmark and especially in Tech companies focused on IT Services, mobile pay and robust  
  online infrastructure. Growth coupled with strong balance sheets, solid EPS growth and dividend growth will be paramount in our  
  selection process. As a Post-COVID-19 society begins to unfold at some point in the first half of 2021, we seek to own companies  
  that will allow us to both communicate and conduct commerce without requiring physical touch.

 • Communication Services - Overweight at 1.34X the Benchmark and like Tech Services referenced above, companies that play a 
  vital role in keeping us socially connected in a world that will likely require less physical social interaction, companies in this  
  sector will be vital in how we adapt to communicating in this manner.

 •  Healthcare - Overweight at 1.28X the Benchmark and specifically focusing on two areas. The first is the race for a vaccine, not only  
  for COVID-19 but for other viruses our world will likely face in the future. This includes medical devices that will be used to screen  
  people in determining whether they can enter large public gatherings. The second area focuses on Healthcare  Providers & Insurers,  
  who will play a vital role in servicing those infected by this disease and potential future viral outbreaks. 

 •  Gold - Overweight at 5% vs. the Benchmark for each model, as we see the US National Debt level continuing to grow and desire an 
  appropriate hedge vs. the US Dollar. Gold also has little correlation with stocks and provides an appropriate hedge vs. them as well.

In the adjacent Chart, Green signifies 
weightings that are greater than the  
Benchmark, Red are weightings lower  
than the Benchmark and Yellow signifies  
a weighting within 3% of the Benchmark.

Academic studies over the last three decades  
have supported the thesis that asset allocation 
is the greatest determination (on a percentage  
basis) of a portfolio’s variation in price. Furthermore, the results of the studies suggest that activities such as trading and security 
selection amount to only 5% in total of a portfolio’s price variation. This states the importance of setting the proper asset allocation 
in the modeling process. For Q1 2021, despite the parabolic ascent of stocks from the sell-off in Q1 2020, we view them as the most 
appealing asset class from a risk/reward perspective. 

As it pertains to Bonds, we remain underweight the benchmark in all models and with the expectation of persistent lower rates, will 
experience nominal returns, in our estimation. 

Cash weightings in our Moderate though Conservative Models on the other hand, are higher than the Benchmark, are being used as a 
hedge against stock market volatility and are within a 2% range of ownership. 

We have also added Gold as an asset class and discuss in the next paragraph. On a relative basis, Gold and Cash remain the highest 
relative percentage overweight, followed by Stocks and lastly, Bonds.

Source: Morningstar
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Each quarter, we not only look at how every fund in our models has performed versus its peers, we also review management 
changes, fee increases, structural moves, style drift and several metrics which explain to us whether inclusion in our models  

is still warranted. The first order is the move of our holdings to a position much closer to that of the Benchmark and one that 
reverts back to our strict portfolio construction guidelines. To take advantage of the major COVID sell-off in February/March,  
we temporarily suspended the following:

 • In March, we temporarily expanded our Sector weighting percentages vs. the Benchmark to allow for Technology to be  
   greater than 2X… it currently stands at 2.25X.

 • In March, we temporarily reduced our Sector weighting percentages vs. the Benchmark to allow for 3 Sectors  
    (Energy/Utilities/Materials) where we have low conviction to be less than the 0.5X minimum.
 • In March, we temporarily reduced our Geographic Distribution below the 0.5X threshold to 0.25X the Benchmark as we  
    believed the US was by far the most optimal place to invest.
 • In March, we temporarily expanded our ability to increase Style Box weightings above our +3% threshold... for example,  
    Large Growth is at 29%, while the Benchmark is at 19%.
 • In March, we temporarily expanded our ability to decrease Style Box weightings below our -3% threshold…for example,  
    Large Value is at 10%, while the Benchmark is at 23%.
Bottomline: the Q1 2021 set of Models will be brought back into alignment with both our Disciplined Guidelines and the  
Benchmark across all of the aforementioned areas.
 
Using the Moderate Model as an example, we recommend the following Q1 changes:
 • US Stocks reduced to 50% of the total Moderate Model vs. 54% of the Q4 2020 Moderate Model
 • Doubling the % of Non-US Stocks from 6% to 13%, which would be 0.52X the benchmark weighting
 • US as a % of total stocks would now be at 80% vs. 90% previously
 • Greater Asia as a % of total stocks would now be at 13% vs. 5% previously
 • Greater Europe as a % of total stocks would now be at 7% vs. 4% previously
 • Cash moves from 4% to 5% as we believe it is a better buffer to equity volatility than bonds
 • Other (a.k.a. Alternatives) increased from 6% to 7% through the addition of the Multi-Strategy Fund 
 • Continue to reduce Bonds from 28% to 26% of the Moderate Model
 
When it comes to Sector Allocations, the Trifecta of sector overweights in Tech/Healthcare/Communication Services  
remain in Q1 2021 but at lower percentages vs. the Benchmark than they did in Q4 2020:
 • Technology now at 1.81X vs. 2.25X previously
 • Communications now at 1.34X vs. 1.32X previously
 • Healthcare now at 1.28X vs. 1.70X previously
 • Three Sector underweights moved above 0.50X (Utilities/Energy/Materials)

As we look past the Election of 2020 and move into 2021, the US and Global Economies seem to be on a major pathway of 
rehealing. With Fed Zero Interest Rate Policy as far as the eye can see and fiscal stimulus likely forthcoming, the Economy 

should resume a normal trajectory, and as long as the various Vaccines are administered in a prudent manner, the next 12-18 
months should be favorable for US Equity investors. Lastly, this should allow for a continued move from Growth to Value  
throughout 2021 and 2022.

MODEL CHANGES - Q1 2021



Usually, if the chart registers a number near 70 or greater (early-September), it means the market is overbought and one is to 
expect a pullback. On the other hand, if the market registers an RSI closer to 30 (October 31, 2020), it means the market is over-
sold, and an expected rally may ensue. At a 63.53 reading, the RSI shows that market momentum is considered getting closer to 
overbought, indicating a likely pullback is nearing over the next several months.

• Definitive market action to the upside showed the battle between Bulls and Bears was profoundly won by the Bulls in  
 Q4 2020. At this point, the overall Market reflects a very bullish posture as stated above, as the S&P 500 is sitting right  
 near its all-time high. The Index has recovered 126% or three-fourths of the 35.5% drop that occurred when it reached its  
 three-year bottom of 2,190 on March 23rd.

• The Breadth of the market (how much volume was recorded on up days vs. down days) can be seen as bullish, as days  
 of steep inclines saw greater volume than those days of retreat. The MACD (Moving Average Convergence/Divergence)  
 Oscillator, shown at the bottom of the chart, is a trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship between 
 two moving averages of prices of different time frames. When the black line crosses over the red line to the upside as it  
 did in early-November, it signaled the forthcoming market strength, which in fact occurred over the last two months.  
 With the red and black lines roughly at the same position, it confirms the neutral stance between bulls and bears over  
 the last two weeks.

CHART ANALYSIS

Source: StockCharts.com

Charting prices gives investors greater
Clarity into our macroeconomic
viewpoints, as we present technical
analysis regarding the psychology
and sentiment of the market.  
 

To many casual observers, this chart is not  
very meaningful; however, to the trained eye,  
it provides much insight as to the status of  
the overall market. One can see from the  
chart to the right that the six-month closing  
low of 2,999 was reached on June 30th. As of 
December 31, 2020, the S&P 500 at 3,709 sits 
near the top of its recent trading range. Since 
that 52-week bottom on March 23, 2020, the 
S&P 500 is up +69.82. At the top of the chart, 
it tells us how much momentum the S&P has 
compared to its last 14 trading days.    
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As we reflect on Q4 2020, we, like any investment manager, take time to ascertain what has worked and what has not.  
Certainly, our overweight position in Stocks allowed our portfolios to move to the upside, as the largest growth stocks  
carried the major indexes. However, our underweight position in intermediate to longer-term government bonds detracted 

from bond returns, as rates remain persistently low. If we step back and make a true assessment of the situation before us and  
the vast changes our society will likely undertake, we must be prudent in how we approach the future. What the first quarter’s 
indiscriminate sell-off permitted us to do was to re-calibrate the portfolio from the ground up, allowing us to be exceptionally 
“choosy” in how we repositioned the portfolios. It is for that reason that we instituted many more changes than normal, as we  
both took advantage of what appeared to be a negative short-term situation and hopefully, turned it into a beneficial longer-term 
solution for our advisors and investors alike. Let’s not kid ourselves: change of any kind is never easy and in many instances, is  
difficult for most of us. All that being said, in anticipation of a dramatic change pertaining to public interaction, we believe we 
would have been extraordinarily remiss and inattentive if we had not made the sweeping adjustments to the portfolios. As we 
move to Q1 2021, it is the COVID recovery that remains in focus. Our hope is that we have articulated our thoughts on various 
outcomes as to what, if any, changes would be forthcoming following the results. Thanks for your continued partnership, as we 
vigorously keep our finger on the pulse and manage through this crisis together!

REPORT SUMMARY

The Clarifier Advisor Newsletter is published quarterly by Nepsis Advisor Services™ located at 8674 Eagle Creek Circle,  
Minneapolis, MN 55378.  Nepsis Advisor Services™ is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.  The publisher of this  
newsletter is not affiliated with any mutual fund or mutual fund association.  Data contained in the report is gathered  
from reliable sources, although completeness and accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  Performance results do not take into 
account any tax consequences and are in and of themselves not predictive of future results.  The publisher is only providing 
impersonalized advice that is not tailored to the needs of any specific subscriber.  The publisher does not give investment  
advice or act as an investment advisor, or in a fiduciary role.  This publication may not be reproduced or retransmitted in 
whole or in part without the express written consent of the publisher.

Why the Clarifier?  
What makes the Nepsis Clarifier different from most research services offerings is our determination to filter through 
the noise of the marketplace allowing investors to reach a “State of Clarity”. The difference-maker in our minds is our 
commitment to provide clear and succinct information which helps our readers gain “Clarity”.   

We believe the original intent of the creation of the stock market was to allow the everyday person the ability to gain access to 
capitalism and the American Dream through the direct ownership of great publicly-traded businesses. Unfortunately, that spirit 
has been greatly lost in the murk and clutter of today’s fast-driven society.

Many investors follow advice from a co-worker, a relative/friend or simply use the 1/nth approach where they own each offering  
in the line-up simply divided by the number of choices. These methods ultimately lead to a state of ambiguity, complacency, fear 
and ultimately frustration. Many give up and move their money to cash using the mindset that, “At least I can’t lose anything.”  
We feel deeply saddened by this thought process and do not blame the investor, but the environment created by our industry. 

The Clarifier does not attempt to forecast the market, follow popular trends, or be swayed by fancy investing gimmicks. The  
Clarifier seeks to move away the clutter from the investment process and create a clear and concise message about how  
portfolios are being managed.
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